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Philippine Politics And Governance Department
MANILA, Philippines — The president of the Philippines is asking China to take back 1,000 doses of donated Sinopharm vaccine after facing criticism for receiving a shot even though it ...
The Latest: Philippines to give back donated Chinese vaccine
The United States and the Philippines participated in a virtual Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) workshop last week to demonstrate their shared commitment to preventing the spread of weapons of ...
U.S., Philippines hold Virtual Proliferation Security Initiative Workshop
Doubts rise that government investigations will ever hold state agents accountable, so activists plead the judiciary for reforms that will prevent the raids in the first place ...
Activists plead SC for action as mistrust grows against government probers
War of words as Foreign Secretary Teodoro Locsin Jnr calls China an ‘ugly oaf’ in foul-mouthed Twitter outburst over Chinese vessels near Scarborough Shoal.
South China Sea heats up as Philippines drops the F-bomb over Chinese boats
"We re-assert that appeasement emboldens the aggressor, peace without dignity is subjugation, and asserting our rights is not a declaration of war." ...
De La Salle professors ‘appalled by failure of gov't' to defend West Philippine Sea
Antonio Parlade Jr. faces fresh criticism for making unfounded claims that community leaders and government critics are linked to communist rebels.
Philippine General Criticized for Saying Community Pantries Are the Work of ‘Satan’
Comments by Philippine officials indicate that, with a growing Chinese maritime threat, Manila now hopes the Visiting Forces Agreement with the United States - which the Philippines once moved to ...
With Eyes on China, Philippines, US Mull Saving Deal Manila Once Scrapped
ONE of the most painful things about reading reports on the Philippine-Spanish war of 1898 — and I have read many — is to find out both sides were committing atrocities during the battle. Even during ...
The Philippines: A nation betrayed by its elite
Foreign affairs secretary Teodoro Locsin Jnr backs call by consul general in city to extend such measures to all foreign workers.
Coronavirus: Philippine foreign secretary slams Hong Kong’s push for domestic worker vaccination as ‘discriminatory’
Images in the media reveal the degree of desperation for basic resources in the population. Crowds of hundreds line the pavement to try to get a few free vegetables and a canned good or two.
Thousands flock to community pantries in the Philippines as COVID-19 rapidly spreads
Some community pantries are being used as propaganda to push for a certain political agenda, (DILG) Undersecretary Jonathan Malaya said Monday. Malaya made the remark as the DILG banned putting up ...
Malaya on ‘epal’ signages ban: Some community pantries being used to push political agenda
Foreign missions in India are also facing severe challenges and difficulties when it comes oxygen requirements and hospitalisations for Covid affected diplomats, staff & their families.
Not just NZ & Philippines, diplomats of many more countries hit by O2, beds, vaccine crises
IN the 1970’s, the United States of America was experiencing social upheavals due to the Vietnam War, the race debates and many other social issues. Pollution was also a hot topic especially when the ...
Earth Day in the world and in the Philippines
This irresponsible government is deadly, as so many working people are at risk of dying from the pandemic or from the poverty that COVID-19 has made worse,' says labor group SENTRO ...
On Labor Day, workers slam 'irresponsible' Duterte government
On Monday, the Philippine Department of Foreign Affairs backed ... officials are reminded that they are guests of the Philippine government" and "must accord respect to Philippine government ...
Philippines and China intensify war of words over South China Sea
CEBU, Philippines — Calamba barangay captain has called on the Cebu City government to set aside politics and to help those displaced by the fire yesterday dawn. Fifteen houses were destroyed in ...
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Fire-stricken barangay to CH: Set aside politics
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The Philippine government summoned the Chinese ... around Julian Felipe Reef,” the foreign affairs department said in a statement, using the Philippine name for ...
Philippines summons Chinese ambassador over reef dispute
Coronavirus infections surged past 1 million in the Philippines on Monday as officials assess whether to extend a monthlong lockdown in the Manila region amid a grim ...
Philippines weighs extending lockdown as COVID cases top 1M
Many fear that such gambits are only a taste of what is to come as China goes to greater lengths to use its economic influence to bully other countries. Much of the consternation focuses on the Belt ...
How Not to Win Allies and Influence Geopolitics
The government should also send planes ... Kraft, who heads the University of the Philippines Political Science Department, said the Philippines should mobilize its resources to confront China.
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